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A method is presented for findin g the effect of a non-
linear characteristic of a device on a wave ·.~·hich is frequency 
modulated by only one sinusoidal modulating wave. 
The distortion in the output has been found by passing a 
frequency-modulated wave (which is represented by a summation 
expression for the spectrum components) through a non-linear 
circuit having a Fourier series represention of its 
characteristic. ~;o cases have been considered: (1) a non-
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A. Statement of the Problem. 
The first purpose of this study is to find a summation 
expression for the spectral components of a wave which is 
frequency modulated by only one sinusoidal modulating wave. 
Then one can use this expression for the frequency-modulated 
wave to represent the input signal applied to certain circuits . 
The second purpose of this study is to find the effect 
of a non-linear output-input characteristic on the applied 
frequency-modulated wave. Explicit expressions are derived 
for harmonic and cross-modulation products in the output 
voltage of the non-linear device whose characteristic is 
represented by its Fourier series. 
The third purpose of this study is to find t he effect o f 
the non-linear transmission characteristic of a four-terr:1ino.l 
network on the applied frequency-modul ated wave . For t hi s part 
i t is assumed that the amplitude- frequency char acteris t i c is 
a non-linear function of angular frequency and that ti.1e 
phase-shift-frequency characteristic i s i cientically constan t . 
When the frequency-modula t ed v:ave i s passed through t hi s kind 
of non-linear device , considerabl e dis tortion can re~-;ul t in 
the output. The non-linearity causes amplitude modulation of 
the resultant carrier and a dis tortion i n the i nstantaneous 
frequency. 
2 
B. Significance of the Stud~. 
In Chapter IV, the effect of a non-linear characteristic 
on the applied wave which is frequency nodulated by only one 
sinusoidal modulating wave is examined. By using the same 
theory and method one can find the effect of a non-linear 
characteristic on the output when the input frequency-
modulated wave contains any number of sinusoidal modulating 
components. The results obtained in Chapter VI are relevant 
to the theory of frequency multipliers and limiters such as 
are used in communication systems employing frequency 
modulation. 
In Chapter V, the theory and method are relevant to t he 
band-pass filters and converters whose transmission 
characteristics are non-linear functions of frequency. 
c. Reasons for the Investigation. 
If the characteristic of a device is linear, then the 
output voltage is directly proportional to the applied voltage 
(perhaps shifted by a constant voltage). If the device 
characteristic is non-linear, this proportionality will no 
longer exist, and a sinusoidally varyinc applied voltage of 
angtilar frequency w, will no longer give a sinusoidally varying 
output voltage, but will, in general, give a voltage 
containing harmonic components of angular frequency Vi, 2w, 3w, 
. ••• , rw, plus many other sum and difference frequencj_es. 
There is one procedure of mathematics that is perhaps 
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more \videly used in radio engineering than any other-the 
phenomenon of Fourier seri~s expansion. Its importance is so 
fundamental that many v:ho n ever heard of a Fourier series 
nevertheless know about its most sa15.ent fea.ture, nar:iel;-;r, the 
existence of harmonics. The fundareental fact upon v;hich the 
use of Fourier series is based is that any function f(x) 
defined in the interval from -tr to 1r can be expanded in a 
series of trigonometric functions such that 
CX) 
f(x) =a + ::::E1(a cos nx + b sin nx)J o n= n n ( 1 ) 
VJhere 
1 l~ ao = 211' f( x) dx, 
-1T 
an = ~ l~f(x)cos nx dx, 
-11" 
bn 1 111"~(). nx dx. = lf I X Sln 
-lT 
The series of sines and cosines on the right side of I~q . ( 1) 
is known as a Fourier series. 
It can be proved that so long as f(x) has o~ly a finite 
number of discontinuities and a finite number of maxi ma and 
minima in the interval from -rr to +lT', a...11d provided that 
is finite, then a Fourier expansion i s always pos.si ble. :.:'ourier 
series expansions are possible for a much wider variety of 
functions than Taylor series expansions , the latter requiring 
that the function be continuous and have continuous derivatives 
of all orders. Therefore, in Chapters IV and V, the effect 
4 
on the applied frequency-modulated wave of a non-linear 
device having a characteristic represented by Fourier series 
will be discussed. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF ~BE LITERATURE 
A. Freauency Modulation. 
Frequency modulation is produced by varyinG the 
instantaneous frequency of the carrier to be modulated, the 
instantaneous deviation being directly proportional to the 
instantaneous value of the message or modulating wave. If the 
5 
frequency of the carrier is to be a function of em(t), then the 
carrier phase is a function of ltem(c)dY. Thus, 
VFH = E cos(w0 t + kjtem(!)d Y) 1 
where E is the carrier peak voltage, w0 is the carrier radian 
frequency, and the proportionality constant K has the units of 
radians per volt and its value depends upon the characteristics 
of the circuits employed to effect the frequency modulation. 
If 
e (t) = Em cos w t, m m 
then 
where E is the peak voltage of the modulatinor:r· si ;~nal and w is 
m - m 
the modulation radian frequency. 
The instantaneous radian frequency of this Fr·: wave is 
de 
= dt = 
6 
Note that KE represents the maximum frequency deviation of m 
the carrier. Let 
Modulation index 
where ~f is the frequency deviationJwhich is independent of 
signal frequency, and depends only on signal ~nplitude 
the modulator constant K. 
How 
VTi" ' = E cos(w t + cj sin wmt). ~N o m , 
(.2) 
B. Spectrum of Freguency-Hodulated Signals. 
Consider 
V = E cos(w t +~sin w t), ffi o rm m 
in the expanded form: 
In this expression the terms 




are periodic with period of 2 Tr/vJ:;! ruJ.c\ n~ay be expc:<.nded in to a 
Fourier series. These two terms may be expressed in polar 
form. 
j¢, sin w t 
e m m · ::: cos(AI sin w t) + J. sin(,...~. __ sin w t) lm m 't'u m 
Using the exponential form of the Fourier series 
7 
j<f>:n.1sin w t +i>o jkw t 
e m = 2.:. Dk e m (2-2a) 
-bO 
the general coefficient is found to be, 
w 1+ 1Tfw D _.....!:Q m 
k - 2TT 
- o/vi m 
or letting w t = x, 
m 
j~ sin w t -jkv,r t 
e 'f'm m e m eft ' 
(2-2b) 
The integral (2-2b) is a definition of the Bessel function 




Equations (2-3) and (2-4) combine to yield 
+1>0 jkw t 
= L J (~ )e m 
-flO k m 
= J 0 ( <f1n) + J 1 ( ¢, J ( cos v..r,. t + j s in w t) L .D. r.1 
sj_n w t) 
m 
+ J~(¢? )(cos2w.t + j sin2w t) ~ u fu m 
+ ••• 
• ( 2-4a ) 
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Equating real and imaginary parts and using (2-3), r:e l:a.ve 
cos(¢ sin w t) = J 0 (¢,.1) + 2J2( ¢ ) cos2w .. t m m ,. m Hl 
+ 2J4(¢ )cos4w t + ••• m m 
a:> 
= J 0 (¢m) + 22:J2 (¢ )cos2nw t n=1 n m m (2-4b) 
and sin(¢ sin w t) = 2J 1 (¢,)sin vv ,t + 2J3 (¢ )sin3w t + • • • m .. m n. n. m m 
(2-4c) 
The spectrum of cos(~ sin w t)cos(w t) is obtained by 
m m o 
shifting the spectrum of 1/2cos(¢msin w t) by ±w • In the time 
m o 
domain this is seen from the identity 
= -21 cos (w +nw )t + -21 cos(w - nw )t o m o m , 
which results in 
cos w t cos(¢ sin w t) 
o m m 
x(cos(w +2nw )t + cos(w -2nw)t) 
o m o 1;1 • 
(2-5) 
~.or the case of s~n(w t)s~n(¢_s~n w t) we use the identl"+y 
- o - m - m ' v 




cos(w t + ¢ sin w t) ::: cos w0 t cos(¢, sin VI t) o m m m m 
- sin w t sin(¢ sin w t) o_ m m 
+ J 1(¢ )(cos(w +w )t-cos(w -w )t) m o m o m 
+ J .?(¢J [cos(v:0+.2W )t+cos(w -2w )tj 
_ n, m o m 
+ J 3(¢ ) (cos(w +3w )t-cos (w -3w )t) I!i o m o m 
+ ••• (2-7) 
This res ult clearly indicates the spectrum consists of a 
carrier term plus an infinite nur'lber of side frequenci es v.;hose 
amplitudes are various-order Bessel functionsof ¢ . 
m 
c. f Fli T . . (2) Bandwidth or .,. ransm1.ss1.on. 
The bandwidth of an FE wave is conm:only de fined as the 
width of the frequency spectrum that contains all components 
having an amplitude more than some fraction (say one-tenth) of 
the amplitude of the unmodula ted carrier. If N side frequ ency 
pairs are significant (using 10 per cent amplitude definition), 
then the bandwidth required for transmission of sinusoidally 
modulated Fivi signals is 2Nwm radians, with the center of the 
10 
band at the carrier radian frequency w0 • The appropriateness 
of this relation follows from the fact that the spacing in the 
spectrum between frequency components of successive order is 
equal to the modulating radian frequency wm' and from the fact 
that each component of a side-frequency pair extends above or 
below the carrier by an equal amount. 
A detailed study of Bessel functions shows that J (~ ) is n m 
generally less than 0.01 for all ¢ bet·ween zero and n-4 for 
m 
orders n which exceed 5. Further, Jn+Z(n) is generally less 
than 0.1. One can conclude that the side frequencies r:ith n+1 >¢m 
are negligible, in the sense that since the ratio J. C¢ )/J (¢, ) 
n m o n 
is less than 0.1, such side frequencies carry less than 1 per 
cent of the total power. Hence,if J (~ )<0.1, it is not a n )Wm 
significant side frequency. Fror;1 a s tudy of t ables of }:~essel 
functions one can deduce the number of si [;nificant side 
frenuencies for various modulation indices ~ ~roM t~e above 
'"1. "rrn • .L ~ .1...1. 
discussion this 21'·T is given by the integer closes t to 2(¢ _+1) 
r:! 
for¢ larger than about 5. Hence, for larce modula tion indices, 
m 
the required bandwidth i s c;iven by 2¢ f or 24f. m m 
That i s , the bandwidth i s independent of the t1odulabng 
frequency and depends only on the frequency devia tion when 
CHAPTER III 
DERIVATION OF .AN EXPRESSION 
FOR THE S.PECTRUI-1 OF AN FH '.'.'AVE 
Now, consider an FH wave given by 
where 




j~nsint.fn jw0 t 
e • e • 




= 2: J C¢ ) e .n 
-/)<J k m 
+ 2J"J..,.(rf.. )sin-:::../£·.+ 2J 4 (a.. )cosL1-t// + ••• 





= Jo(sDm) + 2~1jnJn(9>r)cos n.( ~-'A)· (3-3) 
Using the identity J 1,. ( cA1.J = ( -1) k J _1,. C</J. ) , r.rhere 1: is any :.. .. ~ rJ 
intee;er, the expression (3-2) moy be expo..nded as a series 
whose general term is 
12 
(3-4) 
where ()( can take all :posi tive or ne c;a tive inte ;J a l vc,lu c."_; or 
the value zero. 
1he expres s ion (3-4) may be writ ten 
(3-5) 
Let R represent the real part of the expression (3-5) 
R ~ J (¢, )cos w0 t o m • 
lf ~ is even, except ~=0, 
()( 
R ~ 2 ( - 1 )Z [ Jo< ( ¢ m) co sc< ( ~ - tp n ) J cos v1 0 t • 
:rr a: i s o dd , 
()I.+ I 
P. ~ 2(-1)Z(Jcx(¢.Jcos <X( 1f.- ljJ )J s in w t 




'the expressions (3-7) and (3-8) can be combined in the 
Single expression for ~ even or odd, except ~=0. Thus 
The1~e fore , the expression cos ( w 0 t+ ~nsin ll{-a) can be e):pand. ed 




[Equation (3-10) is proved in Appendix Aj 
then, the expression cos(w t+~ sin't. ) may be expanded as a o im Tm 
series whose general term is 
Hence, 
= E 2 Jo~, <1> )cos(w t + oOT - CX:0'm). fol} m o ( 3-11 ) 
where o<. can take all positive or negative integr al values or 
zero. The series given in Eq.(3-11) repre.sents a.'1 e:xpression 
for the spectrum of an Fb wave. 
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CHAprrER IV 
THE EFFECT 01? A NON-LII\EAR 
INPUT-OUTPUT CJ:l.A;tiJ.CTElUSTIC ON l'J.J APPLIED FI·l '.'!AVE 
It viill be shovm that the effect of the non-linearity of 
the input-output characteristic of a device on the frequency 
spectrum of the output voltaGe v0 when the input signal v is 
the frequency-modulated wave which has the form 
v = E cos(w t + ¢sin w t) = E cose, o m m ( 4-1) 
where 6=w t + .d sin w t 
m ~m m 
There are two methods for expressing the non-linear input-
output characteristic: 
(1) Power series 
and (2) Fourier seriedn 
where 
v 
ao = ~ Jo v0 dv, 
v 2nvv ~ 
an ~ i vocos = y-ctv, 
bn 
2 v 2mrvd 
= -1 v sin v- v, v 0 
0 
+ ••• (4-2) 
(4-3) 
In this chapter a Fourier series representation of the 
non-linear characteristic is used to discuss this problem. The 
expression (4-3) is obtained by makint a Fourier analysis of 
'the device characteristic over a range v, which must be greater 
15 
NO~; -LINI:;A.l~ 
v == E cos e 
.... 
/ DEVICE 
Fig. 1 The system under consideration 
than the maximum peal<::- to-peak value of t~1e a p1:1lied input 
voltage. 
The output voltage due to an applied signal of the forn: 
C~--1) may be found by substitutinG the value for v in the 




2TrE v= m 
(4-4) 
cos(nm cose) :: J 0 (nm) - 2J2 (nm)cos2B + 2J4(nm)cos4e 
== J 0 (nm) + 2~ j 2PJ (nm)cos2pe. p::1 2p 
and sin(nm cose) :: 2J,(nm)cose- 2J3(nm)cos38 
+ 2J 5 ( nm) cos 5 e - ••• 
== -2!1 j 2PJ 2p-l (nm)cos(2p-1)B • 
then, Eq. ( 4-4) becomes· 
where 
v0 == a + ~1 f a J (nm) + 2~1 (a j 2PJ2 (nm)cos2pe o n= n o P- n p 
:: J a + ~1 a J (nm)} + { 2 ~, b J1 (nm)J cos e ~ o n= n o n= n 
:: A + B cos e 0 0 






lt can be seen, by an argument similar to that used in Chapter 
lli, that cos2pe is equal to the real part of a series whose 
general term is 
and that cos(2p+l)e is equal to the real part of a series whose 




= L. Jot (2p+1<A )cos(2p+1w t + olTT - ol.W ) • (4-7) {olJ m o Tm 
Substituting Eqs.(4-6) and (4-7) in Eq.(4-5), yields 
v ::::A + B cose + -52 SA (.2.:J..~(2prh )cos(2pw t +oOT- cl.'L) 
o o o P=1 { p( {«j ..... 't'm o T m 
18 
+ B [2Jot (q+l •¢, )cos(Zp+l•w t +oOT - d..tfrm) • P ~1 m o (4-8) 
It appears, from Eq.(4-8), that the output voltage may 
be expanded in terms of angular side frequencies, (2pw -d..w ) 
o m 
and (2p+1w0 - ctwm). It is seen that the former side frequency 
can arise only from the term Apcos2pe and the latter from 
the term B cos(2p+1)6. It also can be seen that the amplitude p . 
of the sideband of angular frequency, (2pw0 -dwm) is 
and the amplitude of the sideband of angular frequency 
(2p+lw0 - o(wm) is 
Bp • [J"' (2p+1 • <fm)J • 
From Eq.(4-5), the output voltage may be considered to 
consist of a number of waves of the form 
where r can be even or odd. Now, each of these vvaves is one 
which could be obtained by frequency modulating a carrier of 
angular frequency rw0 with the same 1:1odulating sic;nal, the 
modulation index for each component being proportional to r. 
By calculating the coeffecient of the apyropriate term in 
the series of Eq.(4-5a), the amplitude of any desired harmonic 
in the output voltage can be found. Assuming that the 
coefficients 
a ' • • • ; r ••• 
have been determined with complete accuracy, one can obtain an 
19 
approximation to the amplitude of any given harmonic, which 
is as accurate as desired, by tru~ing sufficient terms in the 
particular amplitude which are considered. 
If r is sufficiently large the bandwidth of the output 
voltage about the rth harmonic of the carrier will overlap 
the bandwidth about the (r+1)th harmonic for any r. This is 






1 I I I I r---




An Fivl wave is given in the form 
v = E cos(w0 t + ¢, sin wmt) , m 
Assume 
fo = 1 NC 
fm = .1 KC 
¢m = 50 
21 
Suppose the non-linear device has a characteristic of the 
form 
vo = Kv2 OE::v~V 
= a + -5?:1 (a cos 2n1rv + b sin ~) o n= n -v-- n V ' 0 ~ v ~ v 
For simplicity, let K=1, V=~, v=x 
= # (' 1 ~(2nx) 2cos2nx d(2nx) 
) 0 ( 2n).? 





bn = ~ s:x2sin2nx dx 
= 2 ~(2(2nx)sin2nx- {<2nx) 2 - 2}cos2nxJ~ = (2n) 0 _:n: n 
v0 = A0 + B0 cose + P~1 {A (~J0((2p¢. )l = p 1oc~ m 
vv-here 
co 
A0 = a0 + ~l a J ( nm) n= n o , 
(i) If r=2p=10, then the bandwidth centering about rw is 0 
(ii) The bandwidth centering about (r+1)w0 is 
22 
The overlapping of bandwidth about the lOth and about the 11th 





I I r------t ---- ~--~---r------1 
I ~ I I I I 
rw0 (r+l )w0 
1 HC ... 
.... 1 .1 HC 
Fig. J Bandwidth about the 10th and about the 11th 
- , harmonics of carrier 
THE EFFECT ON Al'f Fl1  WAVE OF A FOUR-TEill1INAL NETWORK 
HAVING A NON-LINEAR AHPLITUDE-FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC 
The transmission properties of a four-terminal network 
23 
can, in general, be completely defined in terms of its amplitude-
frequency and phase-shif~requency characteristics. If both of 
these characteristics are represented by linear functions of 
frequency, then such a network provides an ideal discriminator 
for a frequency modulated wave. If these characteristics are no 
longer linear, the network will no longer behave as a perfect 
discriminator, with the departures from linearity producing 
distortion in the envelop of the output wave. 
In this chapter we shall examine the problem of the 
application of a frequency-modulated wave, in which the modulating 
wave has a sinusoidal form only, to a four-terminal networh: 
having a non-linear amplitude-frequency charaateristic and, for 
simplicity, an identically constant phase-shif~frequency 
characteristic. 
There are two ways to express the non-linear amplitude-
frequency characteristic -- a power series and a Fourier 
series. These non-linear amplitude characteristics may be 
expressed over any desired range of frequenies to any desired 
degree of approximation by an equation of either of the forms: 
N n (5-1) vo = 'i.~anw J 
N 2Jrnw 
+ b sin~)] or vo = ~1 [a0 + ~1 (ancos w- (5-2) n W , 
24 
where W is a chosen finite range of angular frequency which 
must be large enough to include all sideband components of 
appreciable amplitude appearing in the output. For purposes 
of analysis this range may be chosen as large as desired, but 
in practice a minimum value may be found from a consideration 
of the bandwidth of the applied wave together with the form 
of the characteristic involved. 
-
= E cos(w0 t NON-LINEAR 
+ ¢ sin w nt) NETWORK vo m 
H(jw)=A(w)ejB(w) 
-y 
Fig. 4 Four-terminal network under cinsideration 
For the case of a four-terminal network as shovm in 
Fig. 4, having a non-linear amplitude-frequency characteristi 
and a constant phase-shift--frequency characteristic, the 
voltage trensfer function is given by 
H(jw) = ~ = A(w)ejB(w), 
vi 
where A(w) is the amplitude and the phase B(w) is constant. 
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Therefore, the non-linear transmission characteristic is given 
by Eq.(5-2) for this four-terminal network. 
Now, consider a frequency-modulated wave given by 
(5-3) 
being applied to the input terminals of the above four-terninal 
network. In Chapter III, the frequency-modulated wave of 
Eq.(5-3) was represented as a spectrum of purely sinusoidal 
waves given by 
v. = 2 E [J"" (¢ )J cos(w0 t + aOf - o{w t). 1 ~~ m m (5-4) 
The instantaneous angular frequency is 
(5-5) 
where o{ can take any positive or negative integral values or 
the value zero. 
Substituting Eqs.(5-4) and (5-5) in Eq.(5-2) yields 
N 
vo = E tit [Joe. (<:j>m)J { ao + ~1 [an cos 2~n (wo - ol..wm) 
+ bnsin 2~n (w0 - oLwm)JJ. cos(w0 t +oUr - o{wmt) 
= a0 m E[J&>{ (</'m)J cos(w0 t + oCTf- dwmt) 
+ {.ij £1 anE[Jo~. <<flml] cos 2~n (w0 - o(wm) 
26 
x cos(w t + oOT - oJ...w t). o m (5-6) 
In Appendix B it is proved that the series 
is absolutely convergent. Also, each of the series 
and 
EE(Ja~.('/>, )j•b sin 2w1Til(w0 : -d..w )•cos(w t +oOT- o{w t), jol~ L' m n m o m 
is absolutely convergent s ince 
Hence, Eq.(5-6) may be rewritten 
v0· = a E 2: f Jo{ (</> )] cos(w t + olTT -o {otJ \ m o 
+ £,-Rj anE [Jo{ <1m)] cos 2~n(wo - o/..Vl) m 
(5-7) 
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Now, consider only that part of Eq.(5-7) given by 
which can be written as 
+ ~anPJ E[J"' (</>m)J •cos£w0 t - Z~nw0 + ai..TT- o((wmt - 2~wm)J, 
(5-8) 
since 
= L E(Jo£ (¢, )J cos(w0 t + ol.TT- ol...w t). ~j ~4 m m (5-9) 
Equation (5-10) may be obtained by replacing w0 t in the 
right-hand side of (5-8) by w0 t ± z;nw0 and wm t in ,the right-
hand side of (5-8) by wmt ±2;nwm. 
(5-10) 
Similarly, it may be shown that 
since 
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- 1bn~E[J!X.<¢m)) sin[w0 t - 2;nw0 + c{rr- a<wmt - 2~nwm)), 
(5-11) 
sin ( wo t + ¢,!llsin wmt) = z: r J 0( ( ~ )] cos ( w t + cnr - ![ - rX. w t) {af m o 2 m 
= ~c Jo{ ( ¢. ) ] sin(wot + otrr - d.w t). {ol~ · m m 
Hence, Sq.(5~10) betomes · 
(5-12) 
Thus, substituting the results of (5-10) and (5-12) in (5-7) 
yields 
v0 = a Ecos(w t + ¢, sin wmt) o o m 
It is seen that the output voltage consists of an undistorted 
frequency-modulated wave and a distortion term which consists 
of "~c:;boes" of the applied wave delayed and advanced in time 
from the applied wave. Each component in the Fourier series 
representing the non-linearity of the characteristic gives rise 
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to one pair of "echoes", delayed and advanced by equal times, 
the time in each being ~· 
The distortion due to each component of the Fourier series 
may be expressed in an alternative form by summing the pair of 
11echoes 11 produced. Thus the expression of Eq.(5-10) 
(5-14) 
Ag~, developing the expression of Eq.(5-12) 
~ oos(w t +¢cos 2!nw •sin w t]L. 
o m ww m m ) (5-15) 
It thus appears that each component in the Fourier series 
gives rise to a "hybrid" wave consisting of a frequency-modulate 
wave (which is different from the applied frequency-modulated 
wave on that the modulation index is modified to .¢mcos 2~nwm) 
modulated in amplitude by waves of the form 
or 
sin [ 21111w + rP, sin Z~nw •cos w t J W o m v1 m m . 
The output v0 given in Eq.(5-13) _may be expressed 




+ ¢msin(wm t + Z~nwm) J + sin[ 2;nw0 - ¢msin(wm t - Zwnwm)J} 
~ 1 { 2Tn 2nn 
+ n= 1 2bnE cos [Two + ¢msin(wmt + -wwm)J 
and 
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From Eq.(5-16) it is seen that the output may be 
considered to be a "hybrid" wave consisting of a carrier which 
is modulated in frequency and amplitude by different distorted 
versions of the original modulating signal. 
EXAHPLE 
Assume a four-terminal network having the linear 
amplitude-frequency characteristic given by 
Now, if an FH wave of the form given by 
is applied to a four-terminal network whose amplitude-
frequency characteristic is given in :Eq. (5-l7), then 
the output is 




- c 1w {zE Jo<(¢.). ot.. cos(w t + o<-rr - rXwmt)}. m l~r m o 
(6> 
Applying the identity 
into the second seriesof Eq.(5-19) gives 
o(.Jo( <¢m) = ~ ( JcX+1 (¢m) + J~-1 (.¢m)], 
(5-19) 
Thus the terms in brackets of the second series can be written 
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~ E Jo<(¢m) •OC•cos(w0 t +an- - ciw t) ~ J m 
+ ~2m~ J,.,. 1 (¢. )cos(w0 t + drr - o<.w t). {~~ ~- m m (5-19) 
Adding and subtracting 1r and wm t in the argument of 
each cosine term of the right hand side of Eq.(5-19) gives 
Comparing each term in the above expression Eq.(5-18) 
gives 
A+B A-B Since cos A+ cos B = 2cos(-z)cos(-z), then the above 
expression becomes 
It is seen that the output is 





From Eq.(4-8), one can find the effect of the non-
linearity of the input,;,.output characteristic on the harmonic 
content of the output voltage when the input voltage is the 
frequency-modulated wave given in Eq.(3-11). From Fig. 3, it 
is clear that the frequency band formed about the rth harmonic 
of the carrier overlaps with those formed about the (r-1)th 
and about the (r+l)th harmonics. It will be possible, subject 
to certain limitations on the modulating frequency and 
modulation index, to prevent this kind of overlapping for some 
value of r. 
From Eq.(5-16), it is seen that the output of a four-
terminal network, having a non-linear amplitude-frequency 
characteristic, is, in general, a "hybrid" wave in which both 
the frequency modulation and amplitude modulation terms are 
distorted. 
It is suggested by the author that the theory and method 
developed in Chapter V may be used to find the effect of a 
non~linear phase-shift--frequency characteristic of a device 
in a wave which is frequency modulated by only one sinusoidal 
modulating wave. 
APPENDIX A 
In the appendix the equation 
will be proved by mathematical induction. 
When n=1, 
J_ 1 (¢m)cos(w0~- ~ + ~m) = -J1(¢m)cos(v- (w0 t + ~m)J 
= J 1(¢m)cos(w0 t + ~m)• 
Hence, Eq.(A-1) is true for n=1. 
If Eq.(A-1) is true for n=k, i.e., 
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J_k(¢m)cos(w0 t- k~+ kYm) = Jk(¢m)cos(w0 t + ktm)• (A-2) 
Then, for n=k+1, from the left-hand side of Eq.{A-1), 
J-(k+l)(¢m)cos(w0 t- k+l~ + k+l)Vm) 
= J -(k+l) ( ¢m) cos [ (w0 t - klT + kJl'm) - (Tf - cpm) J 
= J-(k+l)(¢m)(-cos(w0 t- k1T+ k>'rit)cosY'm 
+ sin(w0 t - klf + k}'lm)sinym J 
J (k+l) (~ ) 
= - - m {J (¢, )cos(w t - k1f + k~ )cosf, J -k(fZSm) -k m o m m 
+ J_k(¢m)sin[k~- (w0 t + kfm)Jsin~m)• (A-3) 
By Eq.(A-2) and (-1)kJ_k(~m)=Jk(¢m)' Eq.(A-3) becomes 
J-(k+l)(¢m)aos(w0 t- k+11f + k+lf'm) 
J -(k+l) (,¢m) { 
= - J_k(~m) Jk(¢m)cos(w0 t + k~m)cos¢m 
- (-1)kJ-k(¢m)sin(w0 t + k~m)sin~mJ 
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= 
Therefore, Eq.(A-1) is true for any integral n. 
APPENDIX B 
THE CONVERGENCE OF THE SERIES 
'2: E [Joe ( ¢. ) J cos ( w t + otrr - c1..w t) 
to<S m o m 
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OC> 
In the series [f0 1J()((¢m)l, the ratio of the (<X+1)th term to the olth 
term is 









1 ~ ~~ e~log(~+1) X elog(0!+1) ~ 0 
~ ~ 
Thus the series ~0\Jd(¢m)\ is convergent, and so JfuJ~(¢m) is 
absolutely convergent • 
.Similarly, apply the identity J 1 (~)=(-l)kJ k(~), fork \: m - m 
-.:0 
an integer, vve can shmv JfoJct(¢m) is also absolutely convergent. 
Now, !cos(w0 t + cxrr - Olwm t)j ~ 1 , 
Since the sum and product of two absolutely convergent 
series is absolutely convergent, then the series 
is absolutely convergent. 
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